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Thre·e Candidates Vie
For May Fete Crown
Sherry Tatum, Beth UnderwOOd and Mary Welch were
chosen as the nominees for May
Queen in a special chapel assembly last week. In a vote by the
student body on Wednesday a
queen was selected from these
three.
Miss Tatum, who represents
the Delta Chi Omega social club,
is a junior transfer from FreedHardeman. W h i 1 e attending
there she was chosen campus
beauty and May Queen. Her
home town is Hohenwald, Tenn.,
and she is an elementary education major.
Representing the Kappa Kappa
Kappa social club is Beth Underwood, also a junior elementary
education major. Her minors
are English and social science.
Miss Underwood, who is from
Searcy, has served as president
and vice-president of · her social
club and has been on the Dean's
List. She is Knight's Club queen.
Last semester she worked
with mentally retarded children
at the Sunshine School in Searcy.
The Gata's are represented
by Mary Welch from Jackson,
Miss. The junior physical education major has served as vice-

president of her social club
and has been active in PEMM
club. She was choseri Miss Calloway High School in Jackson.
Miss Welch, whO is also in.terested in working with children, counseled at Camp Wyldewood last summer.
The May Fete, which will take
place on May 2, will be directed
by Marcia Hays, president of
Ju Go Ju social club which has
sponsored the celebration for
over thirty years.
The queen and her attendants
will have a court made up of
representatives of the other
women~s social clubs. These
girls, who were also presented
in chapel, are Debbie Guthrie,
Beta Tau Gamma; Marilu John,
Ju Go Ju; Kathy Scott, Kappa
Delta; Lynn Greenway, Kappa
Phi ; Suzie Farley, Ko Jo Kai;
Sherry Schaller, MEA; Ellen
Ewing, Nu Lambda Chi; Jane
Owen, Oege ; Shirley Butler,
Omega Phi; Sherry Swann, Phi
Delta; Margaret Mitchell, Regina; Lucretia. Woodward, Theta
Psi; Linda Thompson, Tofebt;
Nancy Springer, WHC; Debbie
Pangle, Zeta Phi Zeta and Linda
Peebles, Zeta Rho.

Misses Tatum, Underwood and Weleh are all smiles after being named finalists for the May Queea
erown.

Intramural Speech Tournament
To Be Conducted February 27-28

The annual Intramural Speech
Arts Tournament will be held
Feb. 27 and 28.
Students will participate as
members of their social clubs,
although a special category for
independents has been organized for those students not be- longing to a social club.
The various ·divisions open for
entries will be ·judged by members of the speech department
from this four-state area.
In April Miss Munn will be and other faculty members
notified of the fellowship offers selected by the department. The
she has received.
Only three other Harding students have received this honor,
one in the field of political
science and two in chemistry.
All have completed their docAll students who are plantorates and are teaching in colning to make application for
leges.
a National Defense Student
Miss Munn plans to study art
Loan or a Educational Ophistory at Tulane University in
portunity Grant for the 1970New Orleans next year after a
71 school year must have
summer of travel in Europe. She
their applications in by
is preparing to teach at the
\!arch 1.
college level.
Applications may be picked
Miss Munn's activities at Harup in the Financial AidS Ofding include Alpha Chi, band,
fice in the basement of the
A C&ppella, Recording Chorus
Bible Building.
and intramurals. She is club
All students who are not
queen of Phi Gamma Delta and
planning to return to Harding
has been in Who's Who in
for the 1970-71 school year
American Colleges and Univerthat have or have had a Nasities for two years. In the
tioal Defense Student Loan
three years that she has been
must go to the Financial
a member of Alpha Chi, she has
Aids Office for an exit interserved as regional representaview and sign the necessary
tive and secretary and has preforms. This must be done
sented a paper at a regional
within the next two weeks.
meeting.

Woodrow Wilson FeDowship Grant
Awarded to Harding Senior Art Major
Hanaba Munn, a senior art
and French major from Vernon,
Tex., has been elected as a
Woodrow Wilson Designate.
One thousand Designates were
chosen from a field rA about
6000 nominees from colleges and
universities throughout the nation.
Miss Mum was nominated for
the award last fall. Preliminary
judging was based on her essay
concerning intellectual interests.
college transcript, letters of
recommendation and f o r e i g n
language competence. M i s s
Munn was among the third of
the nominees who were chosen
for a personal interview.
In January she appeared before the Region VII selection
committee in Memphis as did
approximately one hundred of
the most outstanding seniors

McDaniel, Green
To Address Forum
Chris Green, a Harding junior,
and Hank McDaniel, a former
Harding student and teacher at
Freed-Hardeman College, will be
the key speakers at the March
13-14 Youth Forum to be held
on the campus.
Speaking at 7:30 p.m. March
13, Green's topic is ''The_ Need
For a New Realization." McDaniel speaks March 14 at 9:00
a.m. on ''The Meaning of the
New Realization" and at 2:30
p.m. on "The Demand for a
New Realization."
~turday discussion groups in.clude "Salvation" or "What Are
We So Happy About" at 10:00
a.m. and "Prophets" or "Where
Do We Begin At Home" at 1:30
p.m.
According to Dean of Men
Eddie Campbell, who is sponsoring the meeting along with the
Student Association, 500 to 600
young people are expected to
attend the forum.

Applications
Due March 1

judging for club wjnners will
be based on total amount of
points won by the club members.
Points will be allotted for first,
second and third place finishers.
Each club may enter two cootestants in each individual
event. A student is limited to
entering only two different individual ·events. Two two-man
debate teams and a: minimum
of two st11dents in readers'
theatre may also be entered.
IndividUal Eveata
The individual events are interpretation of prose, interpretation of poetry, interpretation rA
drama, Bible reading, pantomime, extemporaneous speech
entertaining speech, original
speech, radio speech, short sermon (men only) and Bible story
telling (women only).
Each student who is rated as
superior or excellent in the final
round of an event will receive
a certificate, and the student
who wins an event will receive
a medal.
Three trophies will also be
given. The Pi Kappa Delta
Forensics Trophy will go to the
club having the highest number
of points in debate, entertaining
speech, extemporaneous speech,
original speech, radio speech
and short sermon or Bible story
telling.
Dramatie Arts Trophy
The Alpha Psi Omega Dramatic Arts Trophy will be won
by the club having the most

Children's Theatre Selects 'Frog Prince'
By Candy Clevelaad
FnJI Priaee, the speech department's third drama production and its first children's
theatre play this year, has
selected its cast for the March
presentation..
Playing the lead role of Olaf,
the Prince's "guardian," is Bill
Brant, a senior speech major.
He is in his second year with
KHCA as manager. Brant had
roles in the · Cyrano production,
and worked on the sound, which
he also assisted with in this
year's first drama production..
the Toreh Bearers.'
Phil Reagan acquires green
tights and a croak as he portrays the prince-turned-frog by
the snake witch. A junior speech
major; Reagan has worked

backstage on many of the drama
productions in addition to having had a lead in the Toreh
Bearers.
Assistant director and senior
speech major Patty Sylvia has
worked backs'"a.age as well as on
stage in Harding's drama presentations.
Carolyn Dell, freshman English major, is making her debut
on Harding's stage as the Princess in The Frog Prlnee.
Junior speech major Dianne
Weaver is also appearing for
the first time on Harding's stage
in the role of the "helpful"
Nannycoo.
In a role which requires no
words but much action is Susan
Murray as the Snake Witch who
casts spells and turns princes

into frogs. Miss Murray is a
freshman speech major who
worked in Harding's summer
theatre, and had the lead in the
Toreb Bearers.
Terry Eyman, speech teacher
and director of the play, explained the children's theatre
production as not strictly for
children, but also entertaining
for adults. The plot, action,
dialogue and thoughts presented are much simplier than
"adult" plays, but quite enjoyable to children and adults alike.
The Frog Prlaee is a musical
lasting an hour and a half. The
play is being done not only to
entertain but to aid potential
teachers in the study of children's reactions to ce~W. media.

points in pantomime, interpretation of poetry, prose and drama,
Bible reading and staged reading.
The club scoJ;ing the most
points in interpretation of poetry, drama and prose, pantomin::te, Bible reading, entertaining s :p e e c h, extemporaneous
speech. original speech, radio
speech, short sermon or Bible
story telling will win the Woodson-Harding-Armstrong Sweepstakes Trophy.
In last year's competition the
TNT social club won all three
trophies. TNT led all other clu~
in first place finishes with four.
Contestants who place in the
various events will be considered
for participation in the annual
Arkansas collegiate speech festival to be held in March.
Robert Eubanks of the speech
department is in charge of the
Speech Arts Tournament this
·year.

Sapp Family

Establishes
'Buck Board'
Harding students who find
themselves short on cash will
now have a place to go according to Dean of Men Eddie campbell.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sapp, the
parents of Johnny Sapp, have
established a "Buck Board"
where students can borrow up
to $5 for ten days when a
financial pinch occurs.
The "Buck Board" was esta~
lished in memory of Johnny,
who was killed Dec. 13 in a
motorcycle-car collision. The
$100 dollars in the fund was the
sum the younger Sapp had saved
while working on campus.
Campbell stated that the system would be completely on the
honor system and no questions
would be asked when a student
wanted to borrow the sum. A
fine of $1 j)er week would be
assessed if the student failed to
repay the loan after ten days.
"The program is designed to
help the student when he finds
himself in need of a few extra
bucks. It could be the most
widely used service on campus,"
commented the Dean of Meo..
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Stuclents Responcl

From Tlte Eclitor's De sA::

Movie Audience Behavior Criticized

Rising Educational Costs
To Meet Growing Demands
The announcement of higher tuition rates for 1970-71
came Monday and even President Ganus' attempt at softening the blow did not muffle the groan that came from a
majority of the pocketbooks. Such announcements have in
recent years become a rather unwanted spring occurence.
The two and a half dollar hike to $31 per semester
hour does at first seem like a rather sharp increase; but a
thorough examination reveals that even this raise is only
a bare minimum of what is needed to balance the budget.
Education costs are growing by leaps and bounds, especially
on the private institution level. Higher teacher salaries,
more and better facilities are all necessary to maintain
a high quality of education. These do not come without

MONEY.
Harding is not alone in the struggle with the dollar
sign. Other colleges, larger and smaller than Harding, are
experiencing the same problems in financing educational
services. Several northeastern schools have announced as
much as a 10% increase in tuition as well as room and
board. Harding's tuition hike still leaves her below what
is being required of her sister Christian institutions.
When all the comparisons are made; all the figures
totaled and all the advantages and disadvantages listed
one question will still remain, Is an education at Harding
worth it? And yes, must come our respon8e.

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

It came to my attention as I
was pondering the SA movie
"Far From the Madding Crowd"
last Saturday, that there was a
lack of decorum in the auditorium. The title of this movie
could not have been more inappropriate since I felt quite
near to the "madding crowd."
I worv:lered what was so amusing about an improvished shepherd's sheep being killed, a
woman viewing an open coffin
containing a dead woman and
her child, or a woman weeping
over her murdered husband, yet
there was laughter at each of
these events in the movie.
I realize that it was only a
small minority who perpetrated
such activities such as vocal
comments made in unison by
several "bovs" that were heard
clearly all over the auditorium.
I recommend that the administratioJ\ or SA movie management use effective, on-the-soot
discipline (i.e. a "bouncer").
Also, I appeal that others in
the student body exercise their
restraint in following in these
pranks.
·

One of the greatest problems
that has been noticed by college
patrons of Searcy's Rialto is
the large number of young children that make a constant
nuisance of themselves by running up and down the aisles,
talking loudly if not screaming,
and generally creating a disturbance.
It was our understanding that
only persons holding Harding
I.D. cards were admitted to
S.A. movie$, but obviously some
of the undesirable Rialto patrons
managed to find their- way
through the portly pillars of the
main auditorium last Saturday
night.

-D.C.

Jimmy SJgmund

Jerry Flowers

New SA
Last month a group of girls
turned up for school in Chicago
in slacks and were promptly
sent home, excused from classes
until they doMed frocks once
again. It hardly mattered that
the temperature was at sub-zero
levels.
Similar occurances were recorded in scores of northern
cities. Each time the girls were
sent home to change clothing.
Then, in an about face, one
Chicago school principal ruled
that slacks would be permitted.
Other schools in the city followed, then schools in other
states. The more conservative
boards imposed temperature restrictions, but the important
thing is that many schools in
the countrv are allowing women
to wear slacks to classes for the
first time in history. It should
be noted that these are high
schools, not colleges where

•

Proposal

slacks have been steadily creeping into acceptance for some
time. It seems more than a little
strange that Harding women
cannot wear slacks on campus
at all, much less to classes.
Recently the women's dormitory council suggested to the administration that rules governing
the wearing of slacks on campus be reviewed. In essence,
all it suggested was that women
be allowed to wear slacks to
lunch on Saturdays. The council
seemed to feel that if men could
come to lunch in jeans, sweatshirts and no socks, women
should not have to "dress up"
either.
The proposal was reiected,
however, and the status quo preserved.
Now the Student Association
has taken the case and will submit its own proposal to the administration this week. Reli-
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able sources said that the S.A.
resolution will propose that
women be allowed to wear
slacks anywhere on campus (excepting classes and labs) after
4:30 p.m. daily. Also excluded
would be the noon meal on
Sunday.
What is involved here is a
matter of taste, personal taste.
Those in opposition to slack
wearing by women are often
heard to sav something on the
order of, "It just doesn't look
good." The question is, who
decides what looks good and
what does not? More importantly, many of the men on campus are apparently thoughtless
of women's feelings to the point
of requirino.: them to "lock good"
no matter how inconvenient or
uncomfortable it mav be. One
coed was heard to remark that
if men were required to wear
dres~s to wash, eat, etc., in
sub-freezin~ temperatures feelini!,S would be quite different.
The truth of the matter is, she's
probably right!
Things might be different too.
if a question of modesty were
involved, but this is not the real
question. Slacks conltt ha:rdlv
be less ·mOdest than ·dresSes in
the majoritv of situations, for
example, strugglinJt to keep a
skirt down in a stiff wind while
carrying armloads of clothes
to be washed.
The S.A. should be commended for showing innitiative
in this matter and taking such
a progressive stand.
Slacks are not immoral. They
are not necessariiv immodest
either, and it is time that the
those who impose such rigid
dress rules give consderation to
the feelin~ of tho)!le the rules
will govern. It is 1at times like
these when there is a war on,
when poverty is rampant; when
race relations are strained and
yet we are apparently more concerned with trivials than serious
matters, the the spirit present
at the penning of the phrase
"consent ot ' the governed"
seems to have vanished from
memory an eternity ago.

Perhaps the Administration
should check its entrance requirements to make sure no
children are allowed to enter as
students. The S.A. could begin
charging $1.00 for children's
tickets instead of the $.25 now
asked. Or perhaps the students
who come to see the show, not
to provide it, would be willing
to pay an extra sum to secure a
bouncer, if the present fee simply will not allow such a luxury.
The S.A. has done a wonderful job in its movie selections
for the year. This one badly
needed step would make the
S.A. movie the better theatre in
Searcy beyond doubt. Is it too
much to ask?
Bruce Smith

....----- Kristene Calc/well------.

Academic World
Shackles Students
"Man is born free; and everywhere he is in chains," said
Rousseau. As students, one of
our major chains is of our own
making. We chain ourselves to
the idea that we're here to benefit solelv from the academic aspects of college. As we hurriedly sfuff facts into our busy little
brains, we too often forget that
there's something here far more
important than books.
A former president of Harvard
once said that if he wished to
found a college the first thing
he would build would be a
dormitory. If there were money
left over, he woUld build a
librarv and fill it with books.
And if he _really had money to
burn he would build a classroom building and hire a faculty.
Now stop and think. What are
your fondest memories of college so far? When you're sixty
will you hold your grandkids on
your lap and tell them about all
the lectures vou heard in college? Or all the notes you took?
Or all the term papers you
wrote?
No, chances are, you'll tell
them about the popcorn parties
and the bull sessions, the times
when you got to know your buddies a little better, the times
when you gained perspective
and understood yourself a little
better, the times when you
really got an education. The
most valuable things that ha~
pen to us in college will probably happen in the dorm, mostly
after ten o'clock.
Of course, we did comE to
college to learn, to enlarge our
intellectual horizons and to prepare ourselves for a future profession. But in preparing for
our futures. we must not overestimate the value of academics. We students are more important than the subjects; this
is something which both we and
our teachers need to realize and
remember.
Speaking of our teachers, why
is it they who teach and we who
learn? Are they omniscient
founts of wisdom? No, and they
don't claim to be. They're
teaching us because they've
had more experience than we,
and because they've specialized
in the fields in wliich we're just
beginners.
What, then, is a good teacher?
The teacher who covers his textbook every semester is not
necessarily a good teacher. The
good teacher is the one who
makes us think, the one who
makes us search for our own
ideas and then stand on them,
the one who isn't afraid to think
himself. nte wise teacher knows
that he must teach his students

to discover ideas, not cover content.
Doctors make us well again
when we are ill. Lawyers counsel us and reconcile our differences. Ministers feed us spiritually and give us hope of something better. But thank God for
teachers who teach us how to
think, for it is they who make
us truly free and independent
human beings.
The traditional college nightmare is, of course, the teat. Dr.
Joe may call them "transcribed
interludes," but we all know
that they're really instruments
of torture. Although tests and
grades are prObably necessary,
they're usually taken all too
seriously. We aren't really here
to see what we can remember
and review; we're here to see
what we can be and become.
Staying up all night cramming may get us better grades,
but it won't make us better
people. We'll probably forget
most of it within a few days,
anyway. But that's not as
drastic as it may sound, because in real life no one in his
right mind WOuld expect us to
remember all that. After all,
everyone knows that the information is available in the reference books in the library,
where it belongs.
Perhaps someday someone
will come up with a test which
wlll measure our ability to apply our knowledge with originality, not our abilty to repeat
what the professor said in class.
Then we can take our notes, our
textbooks and our reference
books with us when we go in to
take exams. And then the exams
would really mean something.
Sometime when you don't
have three research papers and
seven tests on tap for the next
day, venture over to the library.
Don't bury yourself in a carrel
as you usually must do, but
prowl the aisles. Browse among
books that have nothing to do
with vour courses. You'll be surprised at the fascinating things
you can find. The books that
you read because vou want to,
not because you have to, are
the books you'll remember.
Yes, there's more to college
than lectures, notes, assignments, and tests. Let's not get
so involved with these things
that we forget to learn how tp
think; for unless we learn to
think for ourselves, our education is nothing but a thin veneer
of "culture." Let's take time to
become better individuals, not
walking encyclopedias which belong in the library. And above
all, let's make our teaming a
journey, not a destination.
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Debating Creates Gamut: of Emotions
and negative lines of refutation.
But research, practice and awards are not all there is
Frustration, excitement, depression, joy, apprehension, to debate. The Harding squad has travelled over a six state
contentment - a debater runs the gamut of emotions.
area - Louisiana, Texas, Dlinois, Missouri, Alabama and
After long hours of research in the library and equally Tennessee.
long hours of practice, there is nothing more frustrating
While travelling they have stayed in accomodations
than to lose that debate he should have won.
varying from the Sheraton-Hilton to an Oklahoma ntotel
But then when he defeats the biggest school in the where the shower SQ1J.irted up on the ceiling and then
tournament and wins first place, joy and excitement take dripped down. Touch football also occupied the .debaters
over.
time while cara were being refilled with gas.
Harding debaters have had opportunities to feel exSuch trips and "the close association with fellow stucitement and joy as they have participated in nine tourna- dents"" are what coach Dr. Evan tnrey considers the major
ments and have won awards in all but one.
· enjoyments. of debate.
.
To achieve this recognition is no easy task. The deDr. tnrey believes that the "benefits of debate assume
baters have read pages of technical material, con- proper motivation of the debater. There is probably no
sulted auth-orities on economics and government and better way to te8t an argument than to ex:pose it to the
searched diligently for just that one needed statistic. From light of reason offered by an equally skilled opponent. The
the information gleaned from books, maga%ines, newspapers ult~te result of debate should be to teach the skills inand congressional Nports they have built affirmative cases volved in truth-seeking."

By Alice Landrum
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Management Teams Maintain Lead
As Final Six Rounds of Play Begin
The halfway mark in the national marketing games has
been reached and Harding's
teams top the list of schools
participating.
The team competing in the
E m o r y University g a m e s
climbed back into first place
this week after slipping from
the number one position in
rounds four and five of the conr
test.
The team was ranked first in
return on investments and second in average stock price.

The team attributed their rise
to two factors, their earnings
tripled over the previous round
and one of the top competitors
dropped considerably in earnings.
The team spent most of this
week working -on their decision
for round seven which was sent
to Emory University on Tuesday.
Harding's entry in. the games
sponsored by Michigan State
University mailed its round
seven. decisions to the university
this w~k. and the results were
processed yesterday. After round
six the team led the compeating
schools in two of the three categories.
The team analyzed the results
Dr. E. G. Sewell, chairman
of round six carefully in making
of the education department,
will travel to California Feb. its decision for round seven.
19-21 to participate in an Edu- This round, according to team
cational Resources Information members, is most critical because it is where the tempo of
Center at Stanford University.
Members of TNT display the trophies they won last year in the Intramural Speech Tournament.
the
game picks up. Of the team's
Sponsored by the U. S. Office
TNT is a strong contender to win the first place awards again.
goals,
seventy
per
cent
had
been
of Education, the seminar is designed to introduce educators to met by round six.
Team captain Rick Venable
the latest efforts and effects in
commented, "We spent more .
individual instruction.
Dr. Sewell commented that time on this decision than any
the E.R.I.C. is inviting state of the others because of its longagencies to attend the meeting range effect on the outcome of
and to put their knowledge to the company and the games."
good use at home: "It is a
The team also constructed an
prime objective of the seminar exhibit for the library which
Bach, Beethoven, C h o p i n, ductions of the composer during tions were inappropriately titled
to induce local administrations, was on display this week. Conlike Harding, to engage in one or tained in the exhibit are the ma- Brahms and Bartok, five giants the latter years of his life when by a machiavellian publisher two day seminars at home for terials worked with, the print- in the realm of piano composi- total deafness enveloped him. an act which yielded a rigidly
tion, will each be represented in The thirtieth sonata, the E ma- organized "Rhapsody," an unthe benefit of area schools."
outs, brochures and charts.
the recital of faculty pianist jor sonata, is truly representa- whimsically logical "CappricHarding Burton Monday even- tive of this bitter period in re- cio" and a very quiet "Interr.~==============================================
ing, Feb. 23, at 8:15 in the Re- vealing both a paramount mas- mezzo."
"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
cording Studio of the Claude R. tery of the musical elements
The inclusion of eight HungarLee Music Center.
and a deep understanding of ian folk songs will end the evening's recital. Bela Bartok colThe Bach composition, Fan- life .
Chopin's F minor Fantasy dis- lected obscure peasant music of
tasy and Fugue in G minor, was
written for the organ and a plays the extremes of emotional his homeland and utilized them
century later transcribed for the expression from a repeated mili- as merely starting points for
piano by Franz Liszt. Burton tary theme to romantic tender- his brilliantly inventive composidescribes the fugue· as "an un- ness and even thoughts of death. tions. This set of eight shows
FURNITURE
commonly powerful utterance This fantasy, perhaps Chopin's his improvisations to be more
APPLIANCES
from a man for whom pro- most successful long work, is often than not products of prefound musical thought was com- graced with the Romantic mas- meditation.
268-2893
1201 EAST RACE
"I might have chosen a few
monplace."
ter's incomparable gift of melless emotionally intense num0 f Beethoven's thirty- two ody.
sonatas, all of which are masterBrahms will be represented by bers for relief in the course of
pieces, approximately the last three pieces inspired by three the program," said Burton, "but
six are grouped together as pro- contrasting moods. The composi- somehow nothing Seemed to fit.
It may perhaps be like man
marching off to war, getting
married, burying a relative,
praising God and buying a car
all in one evening, but then
some days feel like that...
With regard to the music
Servicing all makes of
dearer to the hearts of most
Harding students than that of his
Typewriters· and Adding Machines
recital, Burton feels "Since the
Beatles have appeared on the
Complete line of ribbons
folk/rock/pop scene, this music
for all makes of
has definitely been upgraded."
Typewriters
Reason? "Their introduction of
early Church modes into popular
2905 E. Race Street
268-6909
music."
Harding Burton is associate
instructor of piano, m u s i c
theory and music literature. He
is presently a candidate for the
degree Master of Music in
piano performance at Memphis
State University. Monday night
will mark his fourth recital at
The owner of this three bedroom home has been transferHarding.
red to another state and he's ready to sell. The house is
in such excellent condition that it looks new. Other
goodies are; it's three blocks from the High School, has
central heat and air, ceramic baths, and built-in kitchen.
This home is priced right with a LOW inter~st loan that
can be assumed. Call Tom Quattlebaum, Terrill Huff or
Burney Lightle at 268-3563 for further information. ReROYAL
member we handle all types of Real Estate.

Dr. E. G. Sewell
To Attend Seminar

Piano Selections by Five Composers
•
Will Be Featured 1n Burton's Recital

•

Radio &Television
Servicenter

IDEAL OFFICE MACHINES

rn
-·
u

OWNER TRANSFERRED

HAYES

Lightle,
Dobbins &
Lightle
268-6171

fln~U'l.O'C-~
411 WEST ARCH AVENUE

•

cf?ea.fto 't~
SEAR£\', ARKANSAS 72143

TYPEWRITER

268-5862
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Marijuana: "Illegal and ·Dangerous"
By Kaylen Hall
"When talk of legalizing marijuana is heard, the question
arises'for whom?' The school bus
driver, the airline pilot, a surgeon about to perform a major
operation, firemen, police? How
could any significant enforced
control be established?" challenged Dr. Maurce Hood, expert
on thoracic and cardiovascular
diseases, teacher and lecturer,
in a recent speaking engagement
at Harding.
This question and the substantial evidence offered by Dr.
Hood added to the growing
arsenal ·aimed at the use of
marijuana - and to -the confusion of those who for months
have been reading first one
thing and then another by
authorities on the subject.
Why, Dr. Hood was asked, is
there so much contradictory information regarding the use of
marjuana? How can authorities
differ so widely in discussing its
consequences?
M a n y of these sc-called
authorities, explained Dr. Hood
are, in fact, psuedoexperts who
are not in a position to clinically test the long-range effects
of this hi~h-potency narcotic.
Because still so little is known
a b o u t marijuana, speculation
runs rampant.
Professor Hardin B. Jones of
the University of California sub-

f·HC Instructor
WiD Conduct
Spring Meeting
Tom Warren will be the
speaker at the regular spring
meeting of the College Church of
Christ, March 1 through March
6.

Warren is a Bible instructor
at Freed-Hardeman College in
Henderson, Tenn. He received
his B.S. degree from Abilene
Christian College and h i s
Masters degree from Southwestern B a p t i s t Theological
Seminary and the University of
Houston. Warren has also done
doctoral studies at Texas Christian University.
He has worked with the Washington Heights and Eastridge
congregations in Fort Worth.
Warren has also served the
Galena Park church in Houston.
Services for the meeting will
be at 5:30 and 7:00 p.m. on
week nights and will follow the
regular schedule of services on
Sundav. Warren is also schedule to speak in chapel while
visiting the Harding campus.

FAMILY
SHOE
STORE

stan.tiates the need for longrange testing:
"Proof that pot is safe or
harmful will require study of
thousands of habitual users over
long periods of time to achieve
statistical validity. Proof of
deteriorations of health of
cigarette smokers was established in this way. The evidence is
strong for physiological, mental,
and social deterioration associated with prolonged use of marijuana. Although the individual
user may congratulate himself
on the negligible effects from
single uses, the accumulation of
small effects may be serious."
Far from being a modem day
problem, marijuana has aroused
both scathing condemnation and
condoning praise at least since
2737 B. C. when it was first
mentioned by the Chinese.
Margaret Mead, 67 year-old
anthropologist, recently added
fuel to the fire by going before
a Senate investigation committee and telling the legislators
that marijuana was less harmful
than their own liquor and cigarettes.
She further told the startled
Senators that marijunana should
be legalized because it is harmless and its popularity is merely
a .change in fashonable indulgences. The prohibition of pot,
she said, was alienating the
young from the old and tearing
society apart as prohibition of
alcoholic beverages did, only
more so.
"Dr. Mead's morality is relevant to the temper' and tune of
the times,'' explained Dr. Hood.
"This becomes evident as you
read of her inconstant views
over the years. She once stated
that she had rather her daughter take birth control pills than
become pregnant. Obviously,
this solution ignores the problem of becoming pregnant in
the first place and seeks the
easy way out. It satisfies the
conseQuences b u t not the
cause."
Of alcohol and prohibition, Dr.
Hood reminded his listeners that

this now inseparable part of our
culture is responsible more than
anything else for deaths in this
country, not to mention ruined
lives. He cited the surgeon
general who recently stated
that if alcohol were not already
legal, it would not be made so
in view of our current knowledge a b o u t it. Legalizing
alcohol, it was thought, would
assure greater control and lead
to less crime and racketeering.
Today the consumption of alcohol per capita is at the highest level in history and the
nation has never experienced a
time when organized syndicated
crime flourished more.
Among the main arguments
against the use of marijuana are
that it leads to the use of other
narcotics and "hard stuff;" aggression and vice, sexual debauchery, physical and mental
degeneration, and psychosis and
other personality disorders. Attempts have been made to disqualify the so-called hyperemotional bia.S that e x i s t s
against marijuana but these
suits admittedly lack proper
method and long-range sensitivity. In any event, all the justification in the world does not
dispel the sinister circumstances
linked with the narcotic and its
u n d e i a b 1 e kindship with
crime and mishap as indicated
by numerous cases.
Although psychologists and
psychiatrists vary considerably
in their opinions of marijuana
and therefore contribute to the
misunderstanding of it, three
distinguished psychiatrists today
seem to support what Dr. Hood
had to say, particularly as to the
psycholoc;cal effects:
Dr. Edward M. Litin. Head of
Psychiatrv at Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., says:
"I am dead set aJ!'ainst marijuana because it produces confusion, hallucinations, . and impulsive behavior."
Dr. Zigmond M. Leben.sohn,
Chief of Psychiatry at Sibley
Hospital, Washington, D. C.,
says:

200 N. Spring

do at parties, it creates for them
a euphoria or a feeling of wellbeing, releases them from their
tensions, and because it shows
that their generation is different.
Dr. Hood believes that this
signifies a need to shun materialism in the home, adopt
Christianty, and re-evaluate the
hypocritical values and poor examples of parents.
One thing seems clear, as Dr.
Hood pointed out, many people
are attempting to treat the effect rather than the cause. They
must cure the cause first.
The Dr. Meads in this country would have the elders yield
to the demands of the younger
generation and ban all bars on
smoking pot. The Dr. Hoods
would have the laws strengthened and upheld to protect
society from the full-force illeffects of marijuana. Somewhere buried in between lies
the problem awaiting cure.
The sad fact remains that the
growing number of young individuals who are going so far as to
inject such ridiculous things as
mayonnaise, peanut butter, and
deodorant directly into their
bloodstreams obviously are not
worried about the ill-effects of
marijuana. As Art Linkletter
recently told the Conference of
Governors, the answer is to "get
them turned back on to live."
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THOUSANDS OF FAMILIES HAVE LEARNED that saving for a downpayment isn't such- an uphill road
when yon do it the passbook way!
Regular saving quickly adds up to a big sum.
We'll help, too, by adding generous returns to
speed along the day when you're ready to own!

Rand and Randcraft
Shoes for Men
Vitality
Miss Wonderful
Poll Parrot
Shoes
For Children

"In my professional experi~
ence I have seen a number of
young people experience psychotic episodes precipitated by
marijuana ... Some individuals
have been able to use marijuana
and get away with it, but these
individuals have stable nervous
systems. Most young people who
smoke marijuana do not have
stable nervous systems and for
this reason it is particularly
dangerous for them."
Dr. Philip Solomon, Clinical
Professor of Psychiatry at Harvar.d, says:
"Some people have smoked
marijuana for years and have
experienced no damage whatever. For others it has proved
disasterous. Marijuana is not
harmless. It may not be addictive, but is it habit-forming. In
unstable personalities marijuana
can be the trigger that precipitates psychosis . . .
"Marijuana is the coward's
approach to dealing with life's
problems. Escaping does not
produce a solution. It merely
distorts the judgment and delays acting on a solution. Prolonged and continued escape can
and will create serious incapacitation and move a person
farther and farther from reality."
Kids say they smoke pot because it is the popular thing to

''A Progressive Bank
In A Progressive Community"
Searcy, Ark.

268-5831
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Women's Basketball: Finesse Mixed with · Dedication
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Intramural Talk
By Lary Sanderson

The top scorers for the week
ending Feb. 13 were as follows:
MAJOR LEAGUE

Upper Left: Oh, that elusive little ball! Center: Karen Holland
looms over Cynthia Vamey as the latter looks for someone to
belp ber. Upper Right: Decisions, decisions! Now who do I ..
throw it to. Lower Left: How is this for style? Shooting style, !
Dot hair style.
- PHOTO BY SEWELL

Why not discover the new and daring you with a WIG

MINOR LEAGUE
Bill Curry ................................. 23.0
Harry Leasure ........................ 20.0
Dave Hudson .......................... 17.5
Steve Fox ......- ...................... 15.8
Doug Kilgore .. .... .. ......... .. .... 15.8
Jim Berryhill ....................... 15.0
Bob Martin .............................. 14.6
Mike Watson ............................ 14.0
S. Bear Bruiner .... ............ .... 13.8
Gene Weaver .......................... 13.8
Stan Gregory ............................ 13.0
Greg Bagley ............................ 12.8
Doug Bashaw ........................ 12.6
Gary Hogan ............................ 12.5
Bruce Geralds ........................ 11.5
SCORES - MAJOR LEAGUE
Big 10
Southwest

from MERLE NORMAN STUDIO
Come in today and see
our complete selection of

Dynel Stretch Wigs.
Curly

Straight
Frosted

Natural

268-8917

108 W. Rac:e

Hawkeyes 102
Spartans 68

•. ~\\ .... ~p.-·

i,f.~~ ·"'- 1lu.\\1f
5~u\d wA'"'

"'0..... .
f-.t.,urt\y·

h ...."

Let us give your
staypress clothes
that finished look.
Also, complete
Dry Cleaning fa {1ilties
to meet every need.

Frank Williams ..... .... ...... .... .. . 26.2
James Gardner ........................ 25.3
Ed Eason ................................. 24.0
Phil Elliot ................................ 21.3
Larry Frank ......... "............... 20.7
Bob McClusky ....... ................ 20.7
Chris Parker ...... ........ ...... ... 20.4
John Tacker ............. :.......... ... 18.4
John Owen .. .... ·-~---~·-- ......... 18.0
Jerry Myhan ............................ 17.0
Ron Peacock ............................ 16.8
David . Lawson ............ ............ 16.6
Charles R. Anderson .. .. .. .... .. 15.0
Lynn Dixon . .............................. 14.8
Dan Baker ................................ 13.0

l

Mustangs 67
Frogs 63

Wildcaas 75
Gophers 66
Buckeyes 76
Badgers 55
Faculty 86
Wolverines 76

Longhorns
Aggies 56
Owls 88

Bears 76
Raiders 65
Porkers 50

MINOR LEAGUE

Atlaatle
Panthers 52
Mules 48
Academy 53
Terps 41
Bobcats 99
Bulldogs 52
Gators 40
Middies 39

Paelfle
Cougars 56
Huskies 36
Lions 43
Falcons 37
Webreet 66
Trojans 45
Faculty 53
Bruins 34

STANDINGS
MAJOR LEAGUE
Bil 18
Southwest
Hoosiers 3-0
Mustangs 4-0

Hawkeyes
Spartans
Wildcats
Badgers
Wolverines
Buckeyes
Gophers

4-1
3-2
2-2
2-3
1-2

Frogs

3-1
3-1
Raiders
3-1
Longhorns 2-2
Aggies
1-3
Bears
0-4
Porkers
0-4
Owls

1-2
0-4
MINOR LEAGUE
Adantle
Paelfte
Gators
4-0
Webfeet
Bobcats
3-0
Trojans
Middies
2-1
Cougars
Panthers 2-1
Lions
Mules
1-3
Bruins
Terps
0-3
Huskies
Bulldogs 0-4
Falcons
Academy 2-2
Faculty

COLLEGE
BOWL
THE FUN SPOT
IN SEARCY

~

Day or Night
40c per gene

15c shoe rental
Approved For Off
Campus Dating
2202 E. IACI

3-0
3-1
2-1
2-1
1·2
1-3
0-4
4-0

.,
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Cage Co-Captains End Collegiate Careers
By Lary Sanderson
Last night, Bison's co-captains
Danny Russell and Larry Olsen
played their last c o II e g i a t e
basketball game here before a
crowd who watched the two big
men during a season in which'
they accounted for an average
of near thirty points per game
between them.
Bison fans have come to regard as a familiar sight the
scene of Danny Russell driving
toward the basket. The 6'4"
senior from North Little Rock
has established a reputation as
being a good shot fr'Om the outside plus having good moves
going for the basket, a hardto-stop combination.
In his first year as a starter
Russell led the Bisons in scoring
with a 15.5 average, hitting 47%
from the floor and 72% from the
~ine in twenty-two games, plus
also ranking third in team rebounds.
Coach Jess Bucy credited Russell's success to the long hours
he spent in the gym during the
summer practicing. R u s s e 11
came to Harding in the fall of
1966 after having made the allstate team and set a school
scoring record.
Last summer he married the
former Nedra .Homer. He now
lives in Searcy and plans to
graduate in June witr 11 major

in p h y s i c a I education. His
future hopes are to coach basketball, preferably in the Little
Rock school system.
When questioned about his
years at Harding, Russell stated,
"I only wish I had four more
years to play under coach
Bucy." He predicted that Harding's building program will see ..
a conference championship here
in the not-too-distant future.
Larry Olsen finished close behind Russell with a 15.0 average
and led the team with an average of nine rebounds per game.
The lanky 6'7" York College
transfer came to Harding on a
full scholarship, although he
never started in high school in
his home town or Omaha, Neb.
Originally an art major, Olsen
switched his interest from commercial art to optometry, and
after his graduation this semester he plans to spend four years
of schooling for this profession
in Memphis.
Olsen says his years of college
basketball haye been enjoyable
and that his career at Harding
had been particularly so because
of playing for a "tremendous
coach."
Olsen also stated that attending H~rding enabled him both
to play basketball and meet his
wife, the former Dena Niles,
whom he married last June.

Annual Junior College Tournament.
Selects Four Teams for March Event
Harding plays host March 13
and 14 for the fifth annual Christian Junior College Basketball
Tournament. Teams entered in
the tourney are Freed-Hardemari College, Ohio Valley ColJege, Fort. Worth Christian College and York College.
On the first night of action,
Freed-Hardeman will be going
against York. The other game
will be OVC pitted against
FWCC. The first game of the
second night will be between the
losers, and the final game will
decide the winner of the tourney.
Members of the five-man AllStar Team will receive trophies.
Also a Most Valuable Player
trophy will be given. For the
first time in the history of the
tourney, an Outstan1ing Sportsman trophy will be presented.

Dean Virgil Lawyer, director
of the event, stated, "This will
be one of the strongest tourneys
ever. Three of the teams are
previous winners so the fan!l
will be able to see some fine
basketball."

r:·,.. ·-····--.. . . . . . . . . ,' .·==· .·DWAYNE HOLLEMAN

WYATT- POOLE
' BARBER

and
Colors for

DINNER

JACKETS

JACKET

For parties, proms) weddings and other
Spring-Summer formal evening occasions (or
in tropical climates throughout the year)
flawless formal dress calls for this singlebreasted " white is right" dinner jacket. Embroide.red lapels provide a smart new fashion
accent. Proper with black dress trousers.

Prints .. . or a spectrum of handsome shades
lend added dash to the single- or doublebreasted dinner jacket. Colorful .•. perfect
for evening formals in Spring and Summer
(or in tropical climates throughout the year).
Choose black dress trousers.

COMPLETE RENTAL INCLUDING
WHITE DINNER JACKETS

SUSPENDERS

FORMAL TROUSERS

SHIRTS

TUXEDOES

STUDS

So that we may better serve you, please notify
us at least 5 clays in advance.
New Short Sleeved Shirts. Suits, Sport Coats,
Casual SICI!cks and Other Spring Merchandise.

SHOP

Qtntb ern s
f

Featuring Roffler Sculpture Kut
OPEN 7:30A.M. -

Patterns

WHITE
DINNER

Send for Brochure
Jack P. Lewis
Harding Graduate School
of Religion
· 1000 Cherry Rd.
Memphis, Tennessee 38117
(9011 683-1678 or
(901) 683-7311

General Repair on
All Makes
FIBERGLASS DUNE BUGGY BODIES
AND ACCESSORIES

5:00 P.M. TUESDAY-SATURDAY

Northside of Court Square

"Black Tie"
and th.e

July 6th

YolkswCICJen Specialists

~

When The Weather's Warm

Come with Us
To the Holy Land

CITY AUTO SERVICE

268-5137
1514 E. Race

Left: Larry Olsen (4%) laoob Jn two poJats to lead the Blsons over the HC!IIdrb Warriors. Rfglat:
Danny Russell goes through a pack of Warriors to add two more to the tally.

268-9717

MEN'S STORE
SEARCY, ARKANSAS
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Cagers Dump Two Foes

In Final .Conference Tilts
Bison cagers cracked the century mark .a nd barely escaped
an Arkansas College victory
surge to win two contests in AIC
basketball action. The two wins
left the Harding squad at 6-11
in Division B of the conference.

The cagers hit a blistering 52%
from the field Monday night to
defeat the College of the Ozarks
Mountaineers, 111 ~98. In the
game played at Clarksville,
Bison senior Danny Russell
poured in a big 30 points to

Flying through air with the greatest of ease David Byrd scores
the two points tbat ended tbe Scot's victory hopes.
-

PHOTO BY MCGHEE

pace the visiting team.
Harding was down by 14 with
eight minutes left in the first
half, but Russell took charge
and scored 12 quick points to
allow the Bisons to tie the score
at the half, 48-48.
The hot-shooting Bisons quickly grabbed the lead at the start
of the final period and were
nev:er seriously threatened for
the remainder of the game .
Charlie Boaz enjoyed his best
night as a Bison, scoring 20
points before fouling out late in
the game. Bill Chism added 17
points to the Harding total and
Dana Zartman chipped in 15
more.
The Ozarks team was lead by
Ron Benham with 26 points and
Ron Graham with 25.
In Fridav's game against the
Arkansas College Scots the Harding quintet used a last second
three-point play to nip the Scots
57-55.
The Bisons built up a ten
point lead only to see It disappear in the final sta~s of the
gam·e . With on.ly a minute and
a half remaining the Scots took
the lead, 5~54, with a fifteen
foot jump shot. Russell's fifth
foul gave the Scots a chance to
increase their margin, but the
first shot of a one-and-one
situation was missed and Harding rebounded.
Harding played for the last
shot and with seven seconds remaining David Byrd, who just 48
seconds earlier had replaced
Russell, hit a driving lay-up and
was fouled. Byrd hit the charity
shot and gave the home team
the margin of victory.
Larry·Olsen led the Bison scoring with 24 pOints followed by
Russell with 13.

COL. SANDER'S

Kentucky Fried Chicken
North America's Hospitality Dish

Student Coupon Special

FROM THE BENCH
By Lary Sanderson
In the past few weeks much
controversy has arisen over the
AIC's redshirt program proposed by State College of Arkansas. This plan would enable
colleges in the conference to
give scholarships to athletes not
on the varsity squad, provided
they were financed by funds
from private sources, such as
booster clubs, etc.
Many advantages and disadvantages of the proposal have
been argued. While it is true
that this would allow athletes
who are not playing for
reasons such as injury or
eligibility to r e m a i n in
school when they might otherwise have to drop out, many
coaches and administrators, including Harding's athletic director Hugh Groover, have said
that this practice is illegal according to the constitution of
the AIC, ~ conference with very
strict rules concerning matters
such as these.
The purpose of redshirting an
athlete for a vear is to save his
eligibility. In the past redshirted
AIC players have been given
jobs connected with the athletic
department to serve as a source
of income. This practice has recently been decided to be illegal
on the theory that any player
coming in contact with the

team's practice sessions is being
benefitted.
Under the present rules of the
AIC, a red-shirted player is not
allowed to practice with the
team. This fact, if no other, is
a mark against the red-shirt
program in that the player who
sits out for a year Will be handicapped when he returns to competition. For this reason the proposed program should not be a
serious threat to a private
school such as Harding whose
economic funds are limited.
The danger does exist, however, that this program will be
used as a stepping-stone toward
getting an arrangement such as
exists in major colleges where
red-shirted players are prohibited only from playing in
games and are allowed to practice with the team and still save
a year's eligibility.
If such a plan were -to ever
be adopted, any AIC school
financially able would be allowed to award as many sch~>
larshaps as it wished, as long
as it designated thirty-three
players as being eligible.
This would destroy the balance
between schools which the conference strives for and would
severely handicap the five private institutions in the AIC who
are financially unable to compete.

Spring Training Begins
For March 10 Opener
Harding's baseball team is already preparing for the 1970
season. On March 10, the Bisons
play Southern Baptist in their
Initial doubleheader.
The schedule shows a thirtygame season. Each contest will
be a seven inning double-header.
Home games will have the added attraction of new uniforms
for the Bisons.
Dick Johnson is serving his
first year as baseball coach.
He is on the football coaching
staff In addition to his teaching
duties.
The mentor commented, "The
outfield and infield remain

strong this year. We have
several hopeful prospects for the
pitching squad, and if they develop Harding will be one of
the top contenders in the AIC."
At present Johnson is working
with a squad of thirty. They are
doing a conditioning program Including drills and running.
Several more boys will start
working out with the squad at
the conclusion of football training and of the basketball season.
Johnson concluded, "The team
morale is good and I think this
season will show some fine
playing."

Monday Night's

AIC Cage Results

Welcome

THRIFT BOX

to the

Village
Recreation Club

9 pieces of chicken

Feeds 3 to 4 People

Clean entertainment
for both young and old
Pool, Snooker, Ping Pong
Shuffleboard, Pin Ball
Behind Burger Bam

for ONLY $1.99
(reg. price $2.45)

Henderson 71, OBU 62
Ark. Tech
State 71

73,

Southern

SCA 85, Hendrix 79
Ark. A&M 65, Ark. College

63
Harding 111, Ozarks 98

Present this coupon
(OHer Guod Friday, Saturday and Sunday, February 20, 21, 22)
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STUDENT SPECIAL
Good All Day - Every Day
piece chicken- potatoes and gravy
hot roll for 49c with pie 69c

Revlon
Max Factor

OPEN 10:30 A.M. TIL 2504 East Race

268-3607

103 W. Arch

COSMETICS '
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Marcelle
Dorothy Perkins
Tabu and Ambush

268-2536

